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Campus

Balance of Supreme Court
teeters more toward the
Right

City
New establishment dresses up
downtown Bowling Green scene

Tragedy of the Holocaust
remembered in summer class
/
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Player goes pro:

The DetroifRed Wings
recently signed a contract
with University graduate
Marc Potvin.
Potvin was a
right-winger on last year's
hockey team and had 19
goals and 17 assists last
season.
Two other members
from last year's Falcon
team also were signed by a
National Hockey League
club. Defenseman Rob
Blake joined the Los
Angeles Kings shortly
after the season ended and
center Nelson Emerson
joined the St. Loius Blues
upon the completion of the
season.

Program
awarded: The

University's Food
Operations received
national recognition for
their use of glassware as
opposed to paper cups.
Through their efforts,
Food Operations won $100
in the 1990 Cost Reduction
Incentive Awards
Competition sponsored by
the National Association of
College and University
Business Officers and the
USX Foundation Inc.
According to Jane
Schimpf, director of Food
Operations, $32,251 was
saved during the first year
of the program.
Last faff, Food
Operations staff began
substituting glassware for
the paperware being used
by dining hall customers.
To encourage customers to
switch from paper to glass,
Food Operations
undertook a promotional
campaign and offered a
small cash discount to
those who purchased
beverages in glassware
rather than paperware.

CITY
Make a joyful

noise: Project Joy, a
nonprofit community arts
organization that makes
arts accessible to the
general public, is
sponsoring a harmonica
workshop on Sunday at
Saint Thomas More
Parish, 425 Thurstin St.
Participants in the
workshop will leave with a
harmonica and be able to
play 18 songs as well.
Pre-registration is
required as well as a $20
registration fee is
required, however no
musical experience is
necessary. Interested
people may register by
calling 352-7555.

Channel 27 airs
youth exchange
in documentary
by Scott Gerlngcr
staff writer

The past five years of Soviet
political reform has been applauded throughout the Western
world and has changed the
thinking of the heirs to Marx,
Engels and Lenin.
However, economic imRrovements, which were to evo'e from political reform, are
advancing at a disappointing
rate and were witnessed by a
delegation of Bowling Green residents who toured the Soviet
Union from April 7 to 21.
The Bowling Green High
School choir was accompanied
by WBGU Channel 27 on a tour
of Russia, Latvia and Estonia.
Channel 27 will produce a
documentary of the cultural
exchange between the area
teenagers and their counterCarts in the Soviet Union. The
Dur-long show is due to be completed and released nationally
for PBS in early fall.
The three-person WBGU film
crew was headed by Shawn
Brady, producer/director, who
previously accompanied the
choir to Poland in 1984. Brady
said the improvements he witnessed in the Soviet Union were
limited.
"The economic changes weren't happening," he said. "We
had so much —they had so little.

There's so many people over
there without anything — I felt
guilty about it."
Despite their initial fear, the
students felt close to the Soviet
citizens, according to Brady.
"We experienced everything
the people were going through,
he said. "You recognize the
similarities in tone of speech
and the giggling if not the language itself — it was reassuring."
Richard Gullufsen, University
police sergeant, assisted in
chaperoning the group and was
surprised by how much the two
superpowers are alike.
The stereotype is really not
true," he said. "People would
come up to us and talk to us —
there is much more freedom."
Gullufsen claimed the personal contact with the Soviet people
made the trip more enriching
than an average group tour.
"This was an emotional experience instead of a sightseeing
experience," he said. "There
was drama from openness being
displayed."
Contrary to popular belief, the
United States and the Soviet citizens are a lot alike, Gullufsen
said.
"There are more similarities
than differences," he said.
"They want what we want — an
easier life. The Soviet kids want
□ See changes, page 4.

Debbie Czisny and her daughters Amber and Alissa meet an unusual friend while out for a walk in front of
Jerome Library Monday afternoon. The owner of the radio controlled 4X4. graduate student Robert Panelley, was taking advantage of the sunny weather to run his model truck around the campus.

Track gets in shape with new facelift
by Chris Miller
staff writer

The University track is getting a $150,000 facelift this summer, and though work is on
schedule, it will not be bringing
the 1991 Mid-American Conference Championships to Bowling
Green as expected.
That, however, does not mean
the Robert H. Whittaker facility
won't be hosting a MAC Championship in the future. It just
means it will be pushed back a
little.
"We were supposed to be hosting the championships in 1991,
but Ball State's facility wasn't
ready last year, so Miami took
it's spot and bumped us back a
year, said Jack Gregory, Uni-

versity athletic director.
The nine lane, all-weather
track probably will be ready for
public use by the beginning of
classes in August. Assistant Athletic Director Ken Kavanagh
said the work schedule is right
on target and should be completed by the Aug. 15 goal set
last fall. A two week settling
period will be needed to allow
the area to harden before use.

"The track will definitely look
better than it did. There's no
question it was worn out.
There were holes in the
surface and some of the areas
just weren't as adequate as
we wanted."

the track has been resurfaced
since 1983.
"It's something the track coaches have really pushed for,"
Kavanagh said, "with the MAC
coming here in '92, we really felt
we needed to do some renovating. This wasn't a facility we
thought we could host the MAC
on, simply because the runways
were exposed and the risk of injury was too high."

The track was torn out and is
being replaced with a macadam
(blacktop) base and a red poly urethane (rubberized) surface
by Balsam Sports Products Inc.
from St. Louis. Originally, Gregory wanted the track's color to
be orange, but was persuaded by
Balsam to stay with red because
the orange would fade.

-Jack Gregory, Athletic Director

'The track will definitely look
better than it did," Gregory
said. "There's no question it was
worn out. There were holes in
the surface and some of the
areas just weren't as adequate
as we wanted. The new areas
they're putting in will make a
big improvement and we'll be
ready for 1992."

In addition to the track,
several of the field areas also
will be improved. The high jump
area will be larger and the steeElechasc runway is being res'uctured, while the javelin
runway and pole vault area also

are being improved and enlarged.
The renovations are a result of
a Trustee-approved action last
fall that allocated the money
from the University maintenance fund. It is the first time

Street repair hampered
by lack of time, money

Registration applications
for the "BG Merchants
Fair" are due next
Wednesday, Aug. 1. The
fair will be held in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Tuesday, Sept. 11 from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m.
The fair is being
sponsored by the Bowling
Green Chamber of
Commerce, the Downtown
Business Association and
The BG News.

by James A. Tinker
editor

TOLEDO
Fair Begins: The

annual Lucas County Fair
is going on now until July
29.
Rides, games,
entertainment and food
will be featured at the
fairgrounds in Maumee at
1406 Key St.
The fair is open from
noon until 11 p.m.
Admission is $5.

BG News/Todd Swanson

Friendly 4X4

photo by/Todd Swanson
Bowling Green City road crew workers Bill Merwin and Cory Johnson
fill cracks near the end of Haskins Road (Rt.64) in an attempt to
extend surface life of the street. The city crew is testing a new way to
seal cracks In asphalt which should last twice as long as other methods.

A $1,339,984 city construction
effort is attacking Bowling
Green's mean streets, but
many other streets continue to
crack and crumble while
awaiting repair.
"We've got a lot more
streets that need to be (regiired) than we have money,"
irector of Public Works Bill
Blair said.
North and South Main
streets and North and South
College drives are among
those riddled with cracks and
eroding edges and will not be
repaired this year due to a lack
of time and state funding.
Blair said he realizes North
College drive needs repaired,
but believes delaying work
there will allow for a more
complete job later.
Within two to three years,
Mercer Road from Poe Road
south to Wooster Street, Poe

Road from Main Street west to
Haskins Road and Thurstin
Avenue from Ridge Street
north to Frazee Avenue will be
rebuilt.
By providing commuters
with new, improved, alternate
routes, Blair believes the
wear, tear and use of North
College Drive will decrease
and work can be reasonably
postponed a few years.
Among 1990's projects are
the already-concluded repaying of Biddle and Pike streets
— that cost $ 500,000 - and
several other projects involving improved surface conditions, curbs, water and sewage
lines, fire hydrants and sidewalks.
To objectively decide what
streets demand revamping,
Blair said the public works department has a "paver program," in which streets are
rated and their points entered
into a computer program. The
program indicates when
streets should be inspected

again and which street conditions are the most desparate.
Streets scheduled for work
and expected to be finished in
October are:
■ Campbell Hill Road from
Clough Street south to Carter
Park;
■ Conneaut Avenue from the
City Park entrance west to
Haskins Road;
■ Meeker Street from Wooster Street north to Wallace
Avenue;
■ Wallace Avenue from
Haskins Road west to the
avenue's dead end;
■ Hill crest Avenue:

■ Garden Court;
■ Lambert Drive;
■ Vine Street;
■ Grant Street.
Conneaut and Meeker need
surface improvement, but the
other streets' problems lie
deeper.
"We have some substandard
water lines we are replacing
D See streets, page 5.
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The mystery man

THATi RICHT JUDGE S*TE«?.
"wo NEW LITMUS TEST'

8oT NO NEW IDE/15 .'

Bush's choice for the Supreme Court is a
mystery man.
And the houndogs of the press are sniffing around
trying to find out what his litmus response is on Roe
v. Wade.
As for Federal Appeals Court Judge David
Souter, Bush's choice to replace the retiring William Brennan, he's mum on the subject until the
Senate confirmation hearings.
The press is barking up the wrong tree however.
This issue goes beyond the knee-jerk politics of
right-wing politcos versus left wing politcos.
This issue concerns itself with two distinct interpretations of the U.S. Constitution.
And it is this schism of jurisprudence that should
be the focus of the media. Not the short-term issues
ballyhooed by political and media pundits alike.
One interpretation sees the Constitution as a finished document from which the law must be narrowly interpreted; the other view sees the Constitution as a document housing certain principles that
allow for a moderate latitude of interpretation.
The current court is now stacked with the former
view. Typically, conservative politicians adhere to
this view Known as judicial restraint.
Among other things, judicial restraint recognizes
little jurisdiction of issues which are not directly
covered in the written text of the Constitution.

&

On the other side of the judicial spectrum lies judicial activism.
The activist — such as Brennan — believes the
Constitution is a vessel of principle, not merely a
document of finished law.
It espouses the belief that the Framers designed
the Constitution to allow for issues which were not
relevant at the time of its writing.
The problem remaining is that there is a frame
work of laws in this country- such as the civil rights
laws — which were forged under the view of judicial activism.
These laws allowed the disadvantaged a foothold
on the American scene. Minorities, women and the
poor benefitted from the judicial activist interpretation of the law.
On the surface these two distinct modes of interEretation would seem to dovetail nicely with the potical spectrum of our country.
The danger that lies before us now is the adherence of the court to the spirit of the Constitution.
One must recognize that at the time of it's writing, the constitution was addressing the inherent
problems of democratic government.
It was foreseen by the Framers that democracy
must be stable enough to support a continuing form
of self-rule and at the same tune be flexible enough
to address the ever widening base of its domain.
In other words, the Framers knew the only way
our form of government would survive would be if it
was timeless enough to grow with America. The
problems that we as a people are facing today could
not have been totally envisioned by these men.
But the principles that were laid down by the
Framers, do provide some guideline on how to
resolve these problems within the institute of civil
government.
One cannot tell yet if Judge Sauter will hop on the
bandwagon of Judicial Restraint or if he will take
more of an Activist approach— for the sake of our
Nation, let us hope it is the latter.
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Linguistic upheaval may be ism in Canada is suspect. The
producing a new country on the policy reinforces precisely those
North American continent and Eoups in society from whom
the United States should take lower has been supping. The
careful note.
Canada's offical bilingualism
was supposed to prevent the
emergence of Quebec, where
almost all the country's French
minority is concentrated, as an
independent French-speaking
nation-state. However, the Newfoundland provincial government blocked the only viable solution, the Meech Lake Accord,
which recognized Quebec as a
"distinct society." Thus the
province is tragically talking
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney.
secession.
Mulroney might have never won
the Progressive Conservative
Besides official bilingualism leadership except for the perbeing an economic burden (such ceived need to have a bilingual
as tax revenue provided for pro- head of state. Is this the proper
ducing government documents primary characteristic to judge
in dual languages and bilingual national leadership?
voting machines), another imA major poll by "Maclean's"
pact of the policy is its effect on magazine has found that more
the distribution of political than 40 percent of all Canadians
power. Official bilingualism re- and 52 percent of Quebeckers
quires that the Canadian think it 'likely" that Quebec will
Eminent bureaucracy be runseparate from Canada in the
leople who are themselves 1990s. History, which placed two
gual. In actuality, accord- nations with two languages in
ing to the 1986 census, only 16.2 the one state, is the original
percent of Canada's 25 million cause. But the Canadian politiclaim to be bilingual. In a coun- cal hierarchy made matters
try like Canada, which is proven worse by promoting bilingualnot remotely bilingual, there ism and multiculturahsm,
seems to be evidence of both po- which helped to deprive Canalitical and social structuring. dian citizens of any sense of
The source of official bilingual- nationalism.
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In the United States, where
cultural comparisons have been
rampant, the situation is on one
hand, simple and on the other,
complex. America, "the great
melting pot of the world, is a
society united by a single language. However, many
government officials propose to
throw away the enormous advantage of cultural unity by
Eiromoting extreme multiculuralism, requiring bilingual
education, and inviting Spanish-speaking Puerto Rico into
the Union.
Spanish-English bilingualism
will divide an already unstable
emulation In the Southwest
nited States among other increasingly populated ethnic
communities such as Miami.
This is not to say, for example,
that Hispanics should cease to
hold on to their culture and heritage, but rather share them by
learning how to communicate in
a national tongue.
English only laws are not racist — a bilingual nation would
actually contribute to segregation by isolating a segment of
our population. Cultural unrest
in New York City is devastating
some neighborhoods. Although
reducing the communication
gap will not solve all of the problems in this racially heated city,
an attempt at a common language is a logical place to start.

Puerto Rico is a society as distinct as Quebec and should not
be admitted to the United States
as a state. New economically
dependent states are not what
we need in this time of fiscal instability. In the near future, a
Canadian provincial breakup
could possibly leave independent and orphaned English-speaking Canadian provinces
looking for a foster home to the
South. George Bush has already
laid out the welcome mat for
Puerto Rico and will probably
do the same for these provinces.
Provincial statehood would be
more realistic on the basis of
millions of Canadians with experience in losing the dangerous
6ame of multiculturahsm.
owever. the U.S. should direct
efforts inward on sustaining the
curent delicate balance of
nationalities.
As nations gear-up economically for the 1990s, a divided
Canada can not possibly pull resources and compete efficiently.
In all probability, Canada will
be left behind. Can the United
States citizenry afford to stand
by and not wonder if the last
great "melting pot" is susceptible to the same tragedy experienced in Canada? A break-up
which will be civil, but to the
Canadian nation, regressive and
everlasting.
Scott Geringer is a staff writer
for The News.

An apple to remember Mrs. Franko by
The education profession lost
a giant recently. She was not a
famous educator, and you've
[irobably never heard of her, uness you went to Mentor High
School and had her for World
Literature. Your loss.
Her name was Roseanne
Franko. At the time, I thought
she was the meanest, toughest
and strictest teacher on the
planet. I was wrong. She was the

ond
The BG News editorial
it jroor campus

Bilingualism in the face of nationalism

She was mean. She was tough.
She was strict. She was also perfect for the job. When you are
teaching a group of high school
seniors, you cannot be anything
else.
I was a pretty typical high
school senior. I cared not for my
classes, my grades or school in
general. It was my last year and
school just didn't matter. I took
simple blow-off classes, and
kept my grades high enough to
get into college. However, there
was one class that I couldn't
FIAT LIFE

blow off, one that was required I was doing when Parent- fmsh us to our limits and beyond,
for me to graduate.
Teacher conference time rolled nstead, we had an instructor
Mrs. Franko's World Litera- around. My mother returned who was a joke, who didn't care.
ture class. It was an "honors" from her conference with Mrs. I felt insulted.
class.
Franko, laughing with glee. This
It was. It was an honor to be in did not bode well, I thought.
Here, most people only care
that class.
"Boy, that woman has your about "figuring out" their inThe main reason was Mrs. number!" my mom told me. structor. They find out what the
Franko herself. Within the span Thanks, Mom.
instructor wants to see on term
of a few short weeks, she had us
I fought like hell. No teacher papers and tests. Learning the
all figured out. She knew if we would make me do anything that material is secondary to learnwere giving our all, or just wast- I didn't want to do. I lost.
ing the teacher. If you're really
ing time. No teacher before or
In my entire educational ca- good, you can get an "A" and
since had me figured out so eas- reer. I have never encountered a not have learned any of the mateacher like her. To all you terial.
ilyMany was the time I was re- Ph.D's out there, smug with the
r'red to stay after school so fact that you are "intellecMrs. Franko wouldn't let us
t she could yell at me. I was tuals," you do not hold a candle "learn" her. If you didn't know
being too damned lazy in class. to Mrs. Franko.
the material, your grades sufShe was right. I was being too
She knew everything. Period.
fered. It was as simple as that.
damned lazy.
When I got to this University, I
Some day I might encounter
For eleven years I had been was told that there was a class
sliding, doing the barest mini- here called "Great Ideas." It another teacher as knowledgeamum of work to get by. I had all sounded interesting, and exactly ble, as dedicated, and as compemy teachers fleeced, I thought. like Mrs. Franko's class. I hoped tent as Roseanne Franko.
I doubt it, though.
Maybe most of them, but there to be as stimulated In this class
Christopher J. Dawson is a
was no way I could give her the as I was in hers. I wasn't. The
columnist
for The News.
snow job. I really tried at first.
material itself was interesting,
I had some inkling of how bad but Mrs. Franko wasn't there to
ByCartlNM
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Campus
Holocaust commemorated by class study
July 2S, 1MO

Key speakers augment diversity Lit students write
by Christopher J. Dawson
staff writer

The 1955 Funk & Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary of the English
Language has no definition for the word "genocide."
The 1983 version of Webster's New World Dictionary of the American Language, however, has a definition. It reads "The systematic
killing ota whole people or nation."
Adolf Hitler had his own definition. He called his version of genocide, "The Final Solution."
Today, his "solution" is known as the Holocaust. Sixmillion Jews
perished under the heel of the Nazis. Countless millions of Poles,
Russians, Slavs, Gypsies, and other "undesirables" also were eliminated.
However heinous the Holocaust was, few people have actually undertaken to study it.
"Half of the U.S. History books in the U.S. do not mention the Holocaust or genocide... half of the high school history textbooks in the
U.S. don't mention it either," said Thomas Klein, English professor.
The few textbooks which do mention the Holocaust do not give it
enough attention according to Klein.
"In those that do, the average mention of the Holocaust is limited
to four sentences," he said.
Klein currently is combatting this ignorance through a summer
class entitled "Teaching the Holocaust and Genocide."
The five-day, two credit hour class beginning on July 30, offers"an
intensive examination of the historical, moral, and literary issues
related to teaching both the Holocaust and genocide," he said.
The class is geared primarily toward teachers, Klein said.
"They are mostly high school teachers, but last year we got four to
five college faculty and three to four grad students."
"It's not that critical that they rush out and teach their students
what they have learned," Klein said. "What we want is for them to
understand that they live in the most violent century... the 20th century has witnessed the most violent of atrocities, and we are all participants directly and indirectly in these atrocities."
Joining Klein as chairmen of the conference are David Weinberg
of the History department and Donald Nelson of the German and
Russian department. All three are uniquely qualified in different
areas of the Holocaust.
Klein teaches a course about the literature of the Holocaust, Weinberg teaches a course about Hitler's Germany, and Nelson teaches
classes in German culture and civilization.
They will be joined by Herbert Hochhauser, the Director of Holoc-

of violent century

aust Studies, State of Ohio, and Jewish Studies Program at Kent
State University; George vine, a survivor of Auschwitz; the Rev.
Karen Thompson, the head pastor at UCF; Professor Phil Royster of
the University ethnic studies department, Irma Sheon, and the Rabbi Alan Sokobin.
These speakers will conduct sessions combining lectures, discussions, ana films, Klein said. Speakers will talk briefly, then open a
discussion, he said.

by Michelle Banks
managing editor

"Lifeless bodies falling. A
face without eyes. A heart that
no longer beats. Lungs which
need oxygen. But those eyes ...
The windows into emptiness."—
Kathy Bohley, 'Pictures,'an excerpt from "Breaking the
Silence."

" What we want is for them to understand
that they live in the most violent century
... and we are all participants directly and
indirectly in these atrocities."
-Thomas Klein, English professor

The atrocities of genocide are
practically impossible for most
people to comprehend, however,
several University students
hope to provide a greater understanding about the Holocaust
through a book they created.

With the discussions, selections from various films will be shown,
such as "Shoah" and "Bergen-Belsen." "Bulldozers and bodies
make for some very dramatic and frightening footage," Klein said.
"It's not pleasant, but the images are more powerful than any lecture." George Vine, a survivor of Auschwitz — one of Hitler's most
notorious death camps, is scheduled to talk with the class.
"For the longest time, the survivors wouldn't speak out about
their experiences. It wasn't until just a few years back that they actually came out and decided to talk about what happened. We're fortunate to have Mr. Vine speak to the conference, Klein said. Klein
said the Holocaust is not something that only happened once and will
never happen again.
"It is happening again. Since World War Two, there have been six
genocides: Indonesia, Burundi, Bangladesh, Cambodia, East Timor, and the massacre of the Indians in the Amazon Basin."
"This is not something that is limited to the Third World," Klein
cautioned. "It's entirely possible in the First World. Most 'educated'
people in the industrialized nations are really quite ignorant of world
events."
Citing lacking moral values and apathy as reasons why people do
not want to learn more about the Holocaust, Klein said more people
need to learn about the atrocities of war. "Racial ideology is still
alive ... it's a biological ideology. We'll be studying racism in Germany, Christian anu-semitism, and racism in America," Klein said.
"I can't say I look forward to it (the conference), but it is something
that needs to be done."

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
FALL RENTALS

"Breaking the Silence" is a
book written in the spring semester by students of English
480 — Literature of the Holocaust and Genocide.
Content in "Breaking the
Silence" reflects the structure of
the class by featuring different
genres of writing including
poems, essays, short stories and
even a final exam. Artwork illustrating the Holocaust also
appears in the book.
Thomas Klein, professor of
English and instructor of the
class, said the book was not part
of the original intent of the class,
but because student writing improved greatly, he decided to
publish the work.

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

This marks the second year
the class has been offered and
Klein said 90 students signed up
for the class — more than he expected.
The idea for the class stemmed from Klein's experience
with Great Ideas, a class which
he also helped bring into the
Univeristy's curriculum.
However, Klien wanted to expose students to the more
wicked side of historical events.
Students study more than just
literature despite the name of
the class. Philosophy, psychology, poetry and many other disciplines that deal with the Holocaust are studied.
"The class is a interdisciplinary study," Klein said."It's not
just literature, rather (it's) anything that has to do with the Holocaust."
Although the book is not yet
available in any local bookstores, Klein said he hopes it will
be in the stores before classes
start.

Live Entertainment

Pollycyes

*A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court

352-9638 or 354-0056

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, APARTMENTS & EFFICIENCIES
9 & 12 MONTH LEASES AVAILABLE

In addition, Klein said the
book fit well with the overall
class objective.
"One of the primary goals of
the class is to preserve the
memory of the past and I
thought a book would be an
excellent way to do this," he
said.

BREAKFAST
BUFFET...$3.00

FREE Delivery
MONDA Y

FOOD SPECIALS
2 for 1 Pizza (buy one Pizza
get next size smaller free)
TUESDA Y
11-9 Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.50
WEDNESDAY 11-9 Spaghetti Dinner S2.SO
Salad Bar 75<t ex.. Wine SI.00 ex.
THURSDAY
11-9 Lasagna Dinner $2.50
FRIDA Y
11-9 Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.50
SATURDAY
11-9 Burritos $3.00
SUNDAY
11-9 Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord $4.50

ALL YOU CAN EAT
EVERY DAY
6:30 ■ 10:30 a.m.
»Eggs, Sausage, Waffles,
Donuts & More
• We bake all our breads
fresh daily!!
'We Deliver Donuts!

5-9

LIVE ENTERTAINMENTI
Tuesdays after 9:00 p.m.
Thur.-Fri. after 10:00 p.m.

SPECIAL COUPONS

■!■■■■■■ Ill',

"-J

$8.80

$3.50

$7.00

DOUBLE PIZZA

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item

Any Large
14 Inch. Two Item Pan Pizza
and One Quart of Coke
Extra Items $1.20
A $10.00 Value

Two 12 Inch
One Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items 90'

L

Extra Items 70"

A $12.80 Value

im •*••• tmiiiiiii iiiiiiii'

A $5.20 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA POLLYEYES PIZZA POLLYEYES PIZZA
Coupon expires
plres 8/15/90 _

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

^Coupon expires 8/15/90

Coupon expires 8/15/90

1111 ■ 11111111111 ii 11 n-

SUMMER TIM
The Official 1 hour Photo
Processor SUMMER TIME '90
'.Double Your Prints For $1.00!

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective.
TAKE MIUTAITY SCIENCE 101 THIS SEMESTER

•

• 2 EL.ECTIVE CREDIT HOURS

INTERESTING, EXCITING TRAINING

Jut* KM $1 00 lo «w r*gu.v prin vd wt «■ gM
,ou a aacond Mt of color pnYH,! 'Off* good at tha
tana of daavary on atindard 3 V aba
pdnttfrom 110. D*K. 126. Of 35mm (C 41
procaaat). 12. 15. 24 or 30 atpoaura roaa
TNa Onajr nof Vafcd with any off* apacw
Urn* Or* %* Par Coupon
Eopltaa a/l/tO

L"

• NO OBLIGATION

• SEVERAL CONVENIENT SECTIONS TO CHOOSE PROM
ARMY ROTC AT BGSU

37S-M76

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COWSE TOO CAN TAKE.

. .

»3, *2, *1 Off
on Film
Developing
Good on nO. 128 35mm and
IC-41 procaaat) Of *3 cm on M **t> •Jorl
*on
on 24 axe . or *1 off on 12'16 asp TNa ooupon
mual accompany orda* Ths» coupon RM va»dj wan
w*n
any oVwr orfar On* rol par ooupon
tUpfcw t/s/so

|
I

1 hr. Processing available on 35mm Only

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

EBLCIE
RIBBON
PHOTO
DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
FILM

DOWNTOWN
514 MADISON
Ph. 285-1050

157 N. Main, B.Q. Ph. 353-4244

WEST TOLEDO
1770 TREMAINSVILLE
Ph. 470-4115

WEST TOLEDO
WESTOATE SHOPPING CTR.
Ph. 595-1052

SOUTH TOLEDO
SOUTHWYCK MALL

Ph. 055-1421
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International students receive Tuxedo
culture guides through hosts
Junction
by Emily Schroeder
staff writer

A good host often finds his
home filled with others sharing
his food, drink or accommodations — and participants in
the Host Family Program for
foreign exchange students will
find this to be true.
The Center for International
Programs is searching for families to just be friends for newcomers, orient them into our society and support the students'
goals at the university — and
not necessarily permanent housing.
Foreign students find studying
abroad an exciting and valuable
experience, but it also can be
difficult adapting to a new environment. The Center for International Programs attempts to
make the transition easier by
providing these students with
host families.
"Some international students
come to Bowling Green, study
for a year and then go back to
their country without ever
having been in an American
home," according to Anne Saviers, assistant director of international programs.
"This program allows students to experience life as part
of an American family through
visiting, meals, shopping trips
and other typical family func-

On Top of 'Ol Smokey...

BG News/John Potter

MID AM MANOR
APARTMENTS

♦are within walking distance to campus
for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91
ischool year.
f 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
•gas
gas heat
neat & wan
water included,
air conditioning
2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $525 A
unfurnished, 9 month lease for $470
f

-Anne Saviers,
assistant director of
intern ational
programs
Of course, the students are not
the only ones benefitting.
"We ve gained a lot from our
experience of hosting," Peslikis
said. "We've experienced food
and customs from a variety of

D Continued from page 1.
Nike tennis shoes and Levis. If it
takes capitalism to get these
items, then they'll do it."
The rhetoric Gullufsen absorbed on the streets of Moscow recently was gauged by the Soviet
political hierarchy in a recent
poll.
The Communist Party-sponsored poll showed the party elite
that, on issues ranging from
President Mikhail Gorbachev's
Eolicies to the USSR's future potical structure, the ideologies
of the past definitely have lost
their luster.

^aa^a^taw- ^ammrn

The poll showed that 84 percent of the delegates to the
Communist Party Congress believe there is a place in Soviet
society for private property and
individual ownership of business. Only 12 percent believe
their should be no private
ownership at all.
Perhaps more incredible is an
equal number said the private
sector should dominate the
economy.
Eighty percent of the delegates said Marx's ideas need
further development and had to

aw mar— «a*M •*■ «
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"Some
international
students come to
Bowling Green,...
then go back to
their country
without ever having
been in an
American home,"

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

I
|

Orange County (Calif.) Register
The Detroit News
Prince George's Journal (Md.)
The Wall Street Journal
The (Toledo) Blade

Celebrate
50 years
of the
American
ream
at:
YOUNG'S
NEWSSTAND
Your Ont
Stop News
Headquarters
17* S. Main
393-2176

BGSU alumni work
here:
The Plain Dealer

sports a
new look

cultures including Greece,
France and India and have been
fortunate to keep in touch with a
few of our students who are no
longer here."
To match students with host
families, each guest is required
to fill out a biographical sheet
including their interests and
hobbies. The center then tries to
place the students with families
who may have an interest in
hosting a student of a particular
sex or from a particular counThe Host Family Program iias
been sponsored by the center for
the past 25 years and has hosted
students from at least 52
different countries. The program is informal and has no
monetary support.
The program is targeted at
families, but single Bowling
Green residents and University
students are also welcome to be
hosts, Saviers said.
"The only requirement is that
those interested in hosting an international student be willing to
spend time and energy learning
about their student's culture and
equally willing to teach them
about ours," Saviers said.
The program's sole purpose is
to welcome students to the
United States and to make them
feel as comfortable as possible
in their new environment, she
said.

changes

Workers from International Chimney Company Install scaffolding
at the top of the power plant smokestack at the corner of Thurstln
and Ridge streets Saturday afternoon. The top 50 feet of the 250
foot smokestack are being demolished and rebuilt due to deterioration of the brickwork over the years.

|

tions," she said.
Cindy Peslikis and her family
have hosted five international
students within the past four
years, giving them what Peslikis calls a "slice of American
life" by involving them in family
and neighborhood get-togethers,
as well as inviting them to celebrate American holidays with
them.

be adapted to new realities. Only
12 percent said they still believe
Marx was right.
Gullufsen emphasized the
necessity for change in the Soviet Union.
"You still have long lines in
stores and they don't have the
cars we do," he said. "They
don't know what to do with
Perestroika."
"Moscow is a nice city — I'd
like to go back," he said. "But,
you go in the stores and there's
nothing to buy."
Both Gullufsen and Brady
agreed the Soviet people cannot
predict what the future holds for
their struggling country, and
this concerns most.
"They don't know what lies
ahead — Perestroika is a long
opinion-making process," Gullufsen said. "The hard reality is
economics. People get upset
about the price of bread going
up."
"Gorbachev is more popular
here than over there," Brady
summarized. "People want a
better life with more freedom.
But freedom doesn't matter to
them if they can't eat."

by Jeff Merritt
staff writer

The intersection of Main
and Wooster streets soon
will be more than the junction of State Routes 25 and
64 when a new restaurant
and bar opens downtown.
"Tuxedo Junction"— the
name of the new establishment at 110 N. Main St.
and formerly Sundance
restaurant, is to open Aug.
1.
Manager BUI Baum is
remodeling the ground
floor of the building, investing between $20,000
and 130,000 in cleaning,
decorating and a new air
conditioning system.
No work has been done
yet on the second floor bar
and deck, Baum said, but
he expects further renovation within a year.
Tuxedo Junction is
Baum's first solo venture
as a restaurateur, but he
was part owner of Molly's
restaurant in Toledo.
He is leasing the building
from his previous boss.
Ken Corbett, owner and
former manager of Sundance.
A Bowling Green resident and former temporary Sundance manager
himself, Corbett was
"tired of the restaurant
business" and decided to
rent the location to a separate restaurateur, Baum
said.
"The details (of the
business) are very nervewracking," Baum said.
Corbett, who also owns
SOP/Cassidy's, 176 E.
Wooster St., could not be
reached for comment.
In addition to its new
Shysical look, Tuxedo
unction's menu also will
be different from the Sundance bill of fare.
However, prices will be
similar, falling into what
Baum calls the "Bowling
Green" price range:
usually less than $5 for
lunch and under $10 for
dinner.
The restaurant's staff is
being hired "from
scratch," Baum said, with
former Sundance employees considered alongside other applicants.

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

Greenbriar Inc.
We are still leasing the
following locations

•Campus Manor
505 Clough SI.

• RocKledge Manor
850 Sixth St.

• 313-317 N. Main St.

•602 Second SI.

• 701 Fourth St.

•810 Fourth St.

•605 Second Si.

•245 N. Prospect

•815 Fourth St.

•615 Second St.

CALL US TODAY
352-9302

M-F 8-5

113 Railroad St

for the Fall of 1990:

York (Pa.) Daily Record
St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times

• East Merry Ave. Apartments

Atlanta-Constitution Journal

• Field Manor Apartments

Austin (Texas) Statesman-Journal
The New York Times

• Frazee Avenue Apartments
• Buff Apartments

Because they worked
here:

The BG News

Call or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available Apartments
Houses

352-0717
Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

224 E. Wooster St.

210 N. Main
Wed.
Thurs.
Frl. &
Sat.

352-9951

Georgia Peach Trio
The Four Hosemen

The Newtones

POOL TOURNAMENT _
Sun., July 29, 7 p.m.
Call 352-3195
$3 entry fee
for Details &
First Prize
$50
Second Prize $25
Sign-up
Third Prize
$15
50* Hot Dogs
Wednesday - Saturday:
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 Cover after 9:30
21 and over
$1.00 Cover after 9:30

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. "til 2:30 a.m.

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day it

THE BG NEWS

Leisure
Beijing restaurant offers
extensive Chinese cuisine
by Chris Dawson
staff writer

Bowling Green may not be the place for a
wide variety of good ethnic food since the only
Italian food is from pizzerias, and the pickings
for anything else are slim to none.
However, since the Beijing opened in Greenwood Centre on East Wooster Street, a year
ago, good Chinese food now is available.
upon entering, the first thing to be noted is
the cleanliness and tasteful decor of the restaurant. Far too many Chinese restaurants are
decorated gaudily, bat understated class is the
by-word for the Beijing.
Menu offerings are extensive, and dinner portions were large enough to satisfy. Service was
quick and attentive.
Many of the dinners came with a choice of
soups as an appetizer. The choices were either
Egg Drop soup or Hot k Sour soup, which were
toolimited. Many patrons enjoy Won Ton soup,
as well as other soups, so they should have been
added as choices as well. No matter, we sampled the Egg Drop soup and found it delectlble.
The appetizer selection was fairly standard;
the Egg Rolls were crisp and flavorful, and dishes of Hot Mustard and Sweet and Sour sauce
were provided for dipping. They were delicious
and the Fried Won Ton also was a fine appetizer.

The Sweet and Sour Chicken was excellent.
As in most classy Chinese restaurants, the rice
and the main dish were served separately, so
the customer could mix them together to their
satisfaction.
The Beijing special, Lomein, was another
excellent dish and it is recommended highly.
The sauce was pleasing to the palate, the vegetables were done just right and the noodles were
not too soft
The Butterfly Shrimp left a bit to be desired;
the flavor in the breading was far too bland.
However, the sauce was tangy enough to cover
the bland taste.
The Egg Foo Yong was an excellent dish,
hearty and robust Another customer favorite.
Fried Rice, was delicious, and the order itself
was large enough to be a meal, instead of a side
dish.
The Happy Family was an interesting dish,
«*nbining shrimps, scallops, chicken and vegetables in a subtle-tasting sauce; the vegetables
retained their individual flavors and yet added
to the overall flavor of the dish.
Overall, the Beitng provided excellent food
and a fine dining atmosphere. Soft piano music
played over the speakers, the light was muted,
and service was perfect The prices are fairly
reasonable for a Chinese restaurant ranging
from $2.50 for a pint of plain fried rice, to $15.95
for the Szechuan Style Lobster. Luncheon
prices are especially reasonable.

streets
D Continued from page 1.
throughout the city," Blair
said. "We replace based on the
size of the water line."
Garden Court, Lambert
Drive, Vine Street, Wallace
Avenue and Grant Street will
have eight-inch water lines installed. The lines being replaced are only two to six inches in diameter, which Blahsaid is a problem.
"It's for fire protection. You

can't fight a fire with a twoinch water line — there's not
enough pressure."
New fire hydrants added
during the construction also
will add safety, he said.
On the city's southwest side
a new sidewalk along South
College Drive's east side from
Mourning Dove Lane north to
Scott Hamilton Drive will
make things safer for pedestrians.

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest."

A total $66,700 has been allocated for sidewalk improvements city-wide.
The public works department intends to add curbs to
any street that does not have
them, Blair said. Curbs allow
water to be carried to a sewer
line, rather than running off
the road, seeping into the
ground and then expanding in
cold weather, thus deteriorating street edges.

Connick swings new jazz tunes
by Chris Dawson
staff writer

Oh, to be Harry Connick, Jr.
He's 22 years old. He's won a
Grammy as best Jazz Male Vocalist. He's got three albums
out, one of which ( When Harry
Met Sally) has sold over 700,000
copies. He's currently on a
60-city tour with a big band.
How can he top this?
Simple, by releasing TWO new
albums.
We Are In Love and Lotty's
Roach Souffle are Connick's new
works, both released on July 3.
The former is a vocal album,
and the latter an instrumental
album, done with his trio, which
includes Ben Wolfe on bass and
Shannon Powell on drums.
If it's possible, Connick's getting better with age.
We Are In Love is an excellent
album. Backed up by an orchestra, Connick really struts his
stuff. Most of the songs on the
album were composed by Connick himself. They're all similar
in that they are all romantic
songs. Connick's voice fits the
subject matter perfectly.
The title track is a peppy song
that has the full sound of the orchestra swinging out with
Harry. Following it is "Only
'Cause I Don't Have You," a
slower, much more mellow of a
song. Harry has his album arranged so that every swinging
song is followed by a slow tune.
It works.
"Recipe For Love" is the first
single to be released from the
album, and it's already getting
airplay on VH-l. According to
Connick, he originally wrote the
song for the "Dick Tracy" movie, but Madonna balked at the
money he was to be paid. Her
loss; it's a fine, catchy tune.

Wondering About Your Future?
Start Planning Today!
at
CAREER WEEK '90

Fr. - Sun , July 27 - 29
Receive information on and talk
with representatives from these
schools
•
•
•
•
•
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Don't be dismayed if you find
yourself singing along.
"Drifting" is purely a beautiful song; Connick really lets his
voice soar in this tender ballad,
and he shows his range goes farther than most people thought.
By far, the neatest song is
"Heavenly." It's an acoustic
tune, with Connick singing the
lead and snapping his fingers to
the beat. He s backed up by unnamed vocalists, who do an
excellent job with their harmonies. It sounds great.
One of the most energetic
tunes on the whole album is Cole
Porter's "It's Alright With Me."
Connick and his trio (aided by
guitarist Russell Malone) dominate the song, with the orchestra
weaving in and out. Everyone
gets a chance to shine in this
song, and it has a very spontaneous live-sounding quality to
it.
Lofty's Roach Souffle is not so
much a Harry Connick album as
it is a Harry Connick Trio
album. It is a product of teamwork, not of Connick standing
out in front. Wolfe and Powell
have many solos, and in a few
cases, dominate the songs. Connick is striving for a unified
sound instead of letting his piano

run away with the album.
The music on the album is
Surely straightforward Jazz. In
ict, this stuff would sound great
in a small, smoke-filled jazz
club. Each of the musicians
takes their turn in the spotlight,
and all sound fantastic.
Wolfe is a highly talented bassist who plays with style and vigor, and Powell is one hot
drummer, keeping a beat steady
enough to build a house on. This
is jazz without the frills, and
shows Connick, the pianist and
composer, at his most talented
moments.
And as for the unusual name
of the album, it is named after a
survivalist named Lofty, who
Connick met while filming the
movie "Memphis Belle."
In the movie, Connick plays a
piano-playing tailgunner of a
B-17 bomber in World War II.
Lofty was brought in to help give
the actors some realistic basic
training, and according to Connick, spent a great deal of time
talking about edible and inedible
animal body parts.
Both albums are excellent
works. If you're a real Connick
fan or a die hard jazz afficio
nado, buy both. They're worth
it.

TIRED OF SHARING
YOUR SPACE?

J
•

RENT ONE OF OUR TWO BEDROOM - •
TWO BATH APARTMENTS AND
•
ENJOY THE PRIVACY YOU DESERVE
PLUS ALL OUR EXTRAS:
I
• CAMPUS SHUTTLE

• ON SITE LAUNDRY
• AMPLE PARKING
• FULL-TIME MAINTENANCE

:

WINTHR0P TERRACE

Penta County Vocational School
Terra Technical College
Owens Technical College
Kelly Temporary Services
Toledo Academy of Beauty Culture
Mon. - Sat. 10 - 9
Sunday 12-5

woodland mall

""fif*
354-4447

Discover Kinko's
■

Resume Package
ONLY $14.95
• One Page Typtset Resume

==

1
.

(ready for reproduction)
• Disk w/ Rtsume Stored

.

rs,
One Price!
Get a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses
and a pair of prescription sunglasses all at
one low price! Some specialized bifocals
and trifocals are slightly more.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $||988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Optldans at your service.
You must be completely satisfied or we will return your money,

k inkers
■

OFFERS EXPIRES JULY 31. 1990
EYE EXAMINATIONS PRCEO SEPERATEIV

th. j copy center

Open 7 Days
354-3977
113 Railroad St.

Burlington Optical
TOLEDO
I9SSS. Reynolds
AcrOM from Swthwych

382-2020

TOLEDO
3153 W. SylvanU

472-1113

NOT VALO WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTIONS OR SPECIALS.

BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. Wooittr
GfMnwood Otiwi

352-2533
• WO Burtnglon Optical / •IMO-aO

American Red Cross

Classifieds
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

PERSONALS

ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUOENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING BGSU AT THE END OF
SUMMER SEMESTER 1990 SHOULD CALL
THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT 372-8112
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR AN EXIT
INTERVIEW

NEED CASH?
Bring your books to tha
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
W« buy Back a> books
having national ra-sala value

Photographs Drawn In Penc*
Any Picture 4"By 5" or Larger Copied
in PencJ - Makes a l*ce art
Cell (419) 423-7859 Leave Number a Me*-

Accounting Positions • Soph, Jr. Sr In
AccllFlnince with 2 75 OPA lEIyrla. S1200
ta> mo. Must have minimum ol 2 ACCT class.
.1 Contact Co-op Ed Otflce «1 22451.

Columbus based company seeking JrlSr
c S/MIS major with 2 6 OPA lor Fall computer
Co-op postlon, I1«lhr. Call Co-op Office et
2-2451.

Framing and Matting Also Available

Asstlstsnt Buyer - JS-650/hr.. Toledo. Jr/Sr
Materials Management atudant to handle
price quotes, shipping orders, etc. Fall
andror Spring • Pan time. Call Coop Office
2-2451 ASAP.

SPOT S WANTS YOU
for Fal employment. Al positions needed/al
shirts/flexible hours GnaVaandwtch makers.
drivers, shift managers Drivers need own
cruiser Apply m person at Mr Spot's. 125 E.
Court SI

TYPING SERVICES tor all types ol papers
Reasonable rales with accuracy
Cal 352-3987 from 8 a.m. -9pm

ATTENTION
POSTAL JOBS' Start
$11.41mour> For apptcatton into cal (1)
602 838 8885. Ext M-4244. 0 am ■ 10 pm. 7
days

SERVICES OFFERED
WANTED

INTERESTED IN ASIA'
STUOY CHINESE THIS FALL

LSAT-GMAT-GRE MCAT FMGEMS
Kaplan Educational Canl.r

ChawM 101.B30MTWR
Sacl 10752
Instructor Ma Wu

Small classes
Homo SluOy Materials
Testn-Tape Library
Take Kaplan or take your chances'
Classes Forming Now 536-3701

1 female rmte needed for summer and/or
1990-91
2 bdrm, 2 bath - realty nice1
35454 70
I male to sublease apt for 90-91 Court St
across from PoUeyes 2 bdrm . 2 bam Great
location $175/mo 353-9794
Desperately seeking one female rmte to share
very nice apt. WH have own bedroom and own
bath Pie—ecall354 5450or i 841 1618

SfMClai StMltfrt a VMffll HaTM to

EUROPE & JAPAN
DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
ROME
STOCKHOLM/OSLO
COPENHAGEN
ZURICH
FRANKFURT
VIENNA
TOKYO

OW

HT

$245 $490
290 530
305 545
350 615
345
340
320
335
320

610
610
570
530
595
610 1150

Ada on tares Boston. DC. other US dies Phis $6
oeo ta» S10 cusunvna! tee J5 security tee may
Apply m each deechon
EuW and Eurail mvtti Pasies »

1-800-777-0112 STJj
212-986-9470
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E 450i St Sirte 805. Sew York. NY 10017
Part or me wrloVrxle STA Iravel Netveork

FemHrt *z* 90-91 school year to lease •
s 363-0325
Close to campus
Rent
S145-Month apartment
Female needs a place to live lor Fai 90 A
Spring 91 Prefer own room Call Robei 4 leave
mes*age 353-6836 or 216-399-7362

ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS' $32.000/yeer Income potential De
tala [11602-838 8885 Ext BK 4244

12 ACRES/BOWLING GREEN
Near Rt 6 Ideal commercial or industrial site 2
street frontage, next to County Offices MlCHEAL REALTY 255 3000

Babysitter needed tor 2 boys. 5 & 8 yra. old
Occasional evenings, weekends & weekdays
In BO/near campus Call 354-5931, eves
BARTENDERS
FLOORWALKERS
SERVERS
APPLY IN PERSON
2-4p.m or6-9pm.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SOPCASSIDYS
176E WOOSTER

Male for Fall 90 • 353-0325 Rent $145-month
apartment, close lo campus
Need 1 female roommate to sub-lease apartment for Fal and Spring Good location. Call
354 5933
Need 1-2 roommates tor Fall Preferably
nonsmoking
Contact Dan Neuman at
1-746-2261 or leave message
Need 2 non-amoking female roommates. REALLY nice 3 bdrm apt, 1 1/2 baths, A/C. gas
heat, easy access to campus Only $i62'mo
Cal Juts 352-7752
Needed .mmedmtely. roommates starting Au
gust 4 bdrm house at 211 S Enterprise Cal
353 2230
One female rmmt needed to share one bdrm
apt Rent $169 Cal 353-8764
Roommate wanted for Fal and Spring semesters Own bedroom $ 120 a month plus utilittes Call Chip alter 7 30 pm 354-9722

Wanted' Sublease for East Merry Apt
Chad at 354-7535

Call

HELP WANTED
Bartenders, waitresses needed Good personally, reliable Will Ham Apply al Gamers. 893
S Mam

Volunteer needed lo assist disabled student
Mon • Thurs . twice per day Lifting of equipment Involved Please cal 2-8495

FOR SALE

Babysitter lor 4 children some weekend nights
and occasionally during the week Experience
ana car pryleired Please call 368-6267

BUY, DONT RENT
An affordable alternative to renting Partially
fumlehed 2 bedroom mobMe home Juat move
m Make otter $5,700 Lot 120. Gypsy Lane
Cal Newtove Realty. Inc 352-5161 or Juke Her
at 354 7422
Can you buy Jeeps, cars. 4 x 4s seized in drug
raids tor under $100 007 Call tor tacts today
805-644 9533 Depl 299
For Sale
110 wart Pioneer receiver /speakers optional. 5
inputs'remote $250 00 Stll under warranty
352-5499

Jr/Sr Marketing Internship with 2.1 OPA,
Elyrla $1200 « mo. After-market sales and
reseerch projects. Contact Co-op Ed Office at
2-2451.

Home (or sale 3 bedroom, family room, fireplace. 2 car garage Like new! Al new carpeting and paint Just move m' 4 1/2 miles North
ot Poe Rd off Hull Prairie at Country Manor
18927 Roanoke $74,900 Cal Emily Palucn
(419)691-2800

Materials Management Co-op, Elyrla,
snoo/mo . full time. OPA ol 3.0 or higher,
Fall. Contact Coop Office al 2-2451.
Now accepting applications (or pert time cashiers, carryouts. night slock Applications accepted atChurchiTsSupermarket. Inc 8am ■
4 p.m. Mon - Frl.. 28625 N Dixie Hwy at
475. Perrysburg 15 mmutes Irom B G
Now hiring - EBSCO Telephone Service. Secure Fas positions by working now Learn a
marketable skal a make money Co-ops 5 internships available Flexible pt time a lun-tlme
hrs Guaranteed hourly wage plus bonus based
on sales Extensive training program a loHow
through Stop in lor applications after 4 pm
Men - Fn 113 N Mam - next to David's Deli
353-6662

Stereo VCR/remote. $100 Electric type
writer. $30 13'cokx TV. $45 Box Ian.
broser-oven. misc 215E Poe#51.
Whole lot of furniture lor sale leather recliner
wooden coffee table, dresser, day bed. 2
suede chairs S 2 lamps. Make offer Wll sell lor
good prico Call Lisa at 352 1373

2 one bedroom houses for rent near campus.
$280 mo utll. Also houses & apts to fid Call
Carty Rentals 352-7365
Don't miss these new ape/tments 2 ful baths.
unfurnished. 9 1/2 4 12 month leases 843
Sixth St Newtove Rentals. 328 S Mam

352-5620

372-7418

It's our anniversary,
but you get the gift.
Buy your favorite
footlong Subway
sub and we'll give
you a second one FREE. At Subway,
we really know how
to party.
Saturday. July 28,
1v90
11 a.m. -9 p.m.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Look at these extras' Free gaa heel, water
sewer S HBO 705 Seventh A 724 Sixth 2 BO
furnished apts Laundry facilities, privatepark
mg. 9 1/2 month leases Newtove Rentals
328 S Mam. 352-5620
Need to sublease 2 bedroom apt w ■ patio and
W/D hook up Close to campus Avail immed
Call after 4 00 353 6871
Needed male A female students to 14 apartments A nouses lor the school year 1990-91
near campus Phone 352-7365
One A two bedroom apts. available
lor fall leasing Call 352-9135
WINTMROP TERRACE.
One and two bedroom apartments available
Yes. we do allow pets 354-8800
S A V RENTALS
One A two bdrm apts 'houses avertable
9 A 12 month leases Call 352-7454
Small one bedroom house
Near campus -12 month lease

352 7365
Sublease 2 bdrm apt for -90-91 835 4th St .
1 1/2 baths, includes gas A A water
1-841-9470
Two bedroom large apt to sublet in Aug Every
thing new Cheap rent 354-5450 Ask for

UN

352-5820

FALL LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
are now renting
apartments that feature
e
e
e
e

9-month and 12-month leases
One and two bedroom apartments
Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
Central air

CINtMARK THEATRES

)2?.0.0LAM0

CINEMA 5
11Z34 NORTH MALL ST.

354-055B J

Shoxtlmas: July 27th - August 3nd
torgsln Matin..: All Scats (2.73
b*fon 4:00 p.m.

Clough & Mercery
Bowling Green

JUNGLE BOOK
O
12:00/1:45/3:30/5:15 **
NAVY SEALS
7:15/9:35
PRESUMED INNOCENT R
12:30/3:45/7:10/9:45 *

UAO SUMMER SPIRIT

IRONWOOD
Enjoy....
• a picnic dinner
• volleyball
• live music galore
This Friday, July 27
5 to 9 p.m.
Rodgers Quadrangle
Free Entertainment

ARACHNOPHOBIA PG-13
12:10/2 20/4 30/7:20/9:30 *

UAO SUMMER SPIRIT UAO SUMMER SPIRIT

TONIGHT!!!
Chances
Are g

JOIN THE
FRENZY...

WED. 9:00 P.M.
121 West Hall

DAYS OF THUNDER PG-13
12 00/2 B/4-20/7 25/9 40
Discount I
r

Cedar Point I
tickets!

available at I

Also, experience!
the excitement I
of the outdoors |
by renting all
types of
camping l
equipment I
from the
UAO
Outing I
. Center I

GO

took for a
fun-filled evening
of Putt-Putt Golf and
dinner at Tony Packo's on
July 31 - price of $4.00
includes Putt-Putt and Transportation.
Sign-up by July 30 in the prrry-^-, office
3rd floor Union VS-UlKy

• an UAO •
Production
UAO SUMMER SPIRIT

UAO SUM!

UAO SUMMER SPIRIT

DIE HARDER
12:40/4:00/7:00/9:40

**

R
* #

ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN O
10:00 a.m., July 26lh only

*: no posses
* #• no posses or supersavers
|Mo* .Mr 30 tooioi Dor al #oeo*»d Mo/I Cloomoi \
ma MAOMOtui so-ist ioraa..».
■fMtjsMJi
CAITOOM CASNIVAl • f 0 00 a »
OB MO* V » (far It lirt'i
lao*i ran bring cr-ISifi- in lc nv conaont and "*. ran
MM* Sml MOOXOOt lor Mono*. Jvl. »n ont*

WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...

The BG News

BUY ANY
FOOTLONG

SUB, on
ONEOF
EQUAL
VALUE

Jay-Mar Apartments
8th a High Sta . 2 bdrm apts for'00-91 Can
tral air & beat Spacious Call 3546036

University Courts Apts.

Summer Frenzy
featuring the
band:

IT'S OUR PARTY
AND WE'LL BUY
IF WE WANT TO.

Find your new home et:
824 Sixth St . 2 bdrm apta FREE GAS
WATER & SEWER Laundry facilities, parking
Quiet living NEWLOVE RENTALS. 328 S
Main.BG 352-5820

We're pet Irtendly

University Village

(419) 352-0164

211 West Hall

For short or long term rentals
Ideal tor graduate students
Completely furn & HBO included
Located (near campus) at the
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
Stop out or cal 352-1520

Can't find a house or
apartment that wril allow
your pat?
CaM us" NEWLOVE RENTALS
328S Main.BG

e No pets please

UniGraphics

EFFICIENCY UNITS AVAILABLE

FOR RENT

&
We hope so!
We're here to service the university community!
Bring us your graphic design and desktop
publishing projects, for quick, economic and
quality service.

354-2280

AM/FM stereo. 8-track and cassette player. 2
speakers. Excel cond Great first stereo
$55 00 823-776'

Fall Intern. Cleveland. 2-3 days ffl week.
Jrs./Srs. In Marketing, Business. Communications. Work on CHy projects. Volunteer.
Call Coop 2-2451.

Materials Management major with 3.0 OPA,
Cincinnati. Call Co-op Office at 2-2451. URGENT!

EFFICIENCIES
1 A 2 bedroom apartments
Furnished A Unfurnished
John Newlove Real Estate
(across from Taco BeH)
319 E WoosterSt

1986 Chevy Nova Excel cond 42.000
rneea Cruise control. AM'FM. AC. charcoal
grey tweed Interior $6000 Call 353 1832

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes, Chevys Surplus Buyers Guide
(l|
602-838-8885. Ext A 4244

Dock SupervlsorfMsnagement Trainee.
Toledo, IS/hr., 3 positions, full time.
Jr/Sr-sll majors. Work In union environment,
strong leadership skills. Contact Coop Educsllon, 2-2451 belore 7130 Stans Fall.

EFFICIENCIES
11 2 bdrm apts avail in Auguai
Long * Associates * 354-4494

Students needed (or cleaning, painting. A misc
jobs Aug 11 -25 Phone3527365

ATTENTION EASY WORK/EXCELLENT PAYI
Assemble products at home. Details HI
602-838-6685 Ext W 4244

Female rmte needed for Fa* & Spring semester
New Columbia Court Apartments I $ 156 mo utilities Completely furnished end
four enjoyable roommates1 Cal Amy at (419)
332-2457 or Gmny at (419) 547-8347.

STILL LOOKING FOR HOUSING FOR 90-91?
YOU'RE IN LUCK ONE FEMALE RMTE
NEEDED 3RD ST APT S135/MO AVAILABLE FOR MORE INFO CALL TINA 354-8613
WEEKDAYS AFTER 4 PM

Are you taking
advantage
of us?

ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32 OOO.yi income potential Data*).
{11602-838 B885 Ext T 4244

DAG Rentals
CANCELLATION1
Nicest apt. In B.G .only 1 unit
850 Scott Hamilton. 2 blocks Irom campus
Modern, lum . 2 bdrms , new carpeting, laundry fecilit.es. air conditioned, reserved perking
Maximum 4 persona. 12 month lease. $595: 9
month lease. $650 Avail Aug 1990 Phone
287-4255QT 267-4685

'Second footlong sub must be of equal or lesser price.
Limit: One coupon per customer per visit Mot good in
combination with any other offer Otter expires:

828 S. Main St.. B.G.
354-2608

«SUB

The nation's
best college
newspaper"
1989-90

is the University community's
primary resource for news:

Society off
Professional
Journalists

214 West Hall
.

> Campus
> Local

> State
' National
372-2601

tuou
"WEVE GOT THE PRICE and THE HERWWD6E

893-0241
II
ft DODGE INC.«

")

